Mrs. Moran and Mrs. Vale took advantage of a warm afternoon to take their families to the beach.

BRRR!!! This picture of Burnt Bridge school children holidaying at the beach was obviously taken in the warmer weather, don't you think?

Some more holidaymakers. This time the Cameraman found Mrs. Ann Cochrane and Mrs. Alice Donovan doing a bit of washing.

This is the way to go for a holiday. Jim Moran, of Green Hills, just puts the trailer on behind the car, packs the family in, and away they go!

Not a care in the world! Young Mavis Lang, of Burnt Bridge, had a happy smile for the Cameraman when he found her at the beach.

Young Richard Murray, of Wallaga Lake, looked rather startled when the Cameraman took his photo. Perhaps he was worried about that glass of drink.